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Assignment 2 (Updated Thu 16 Dec 2021) 2ITX0 2021–2022 Q2

Due at 23:59 on Fri 17 Dec 2021

This assignment must be done individually and counts for 10%.

You should upload the following two files in ANS, https://ans.app/, no later than 23:59 on
Friday 17 December 2021:

• A PDF report *.pdf containing the motivated answers to all problems, typeset in English;

• A text file *.txt containing the encrypted version of your submitted PDF (see Problem 3.b).

Important: Write your name and student number at the top of the first page of the report.

The maximum score for this assignment is 10 points; your grade equals your score.

Problem 1: [2+1+2 points]

In the lectures and the instructions you have seen Huffman’s Algorithm: given a set of messages and
their frequencies, determine an optimal encoding. Key element is the Huffman tree, capturing the
order in which messages are merged.

In this assignment, we go the other way round: given a Huffman tree, determine possible frequencies
of the messages.

An efficient algorithm to solve this problem in general doesn’t exist yet; so, if you invent one, you
achieve immediate immortality and the algorithm will be named after you (or you might decline, in
which case the algorithm will be named ‘Inverse Huffman’).

Per today, you can solve the problem by finding the proper relationships between the frequencies,
formulating them as SMT clauses and let Z3 find a solution for you.

Example The following diagram shows a Huffman tree for messages A, . . . , E, where the leaves
(circles) denote the messages and the nodes (rectangles) denote the merge order.
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We will represent this tree as: ((’A’, 2, ’B’), 4, ((’D’, 1, ’E’), 3, ’C’)).

In this exercise, for simplicity reasons, we denote the frequencies as integer percentages; so, the five
frequencies for A, . . . , E in this example above must sum up to 100 (which gives you already your
first SMT clause).

Each student solves two Huffman trees.

• If your student number ends in 0 or 1:

– (’A’, 4, ((’B’, 2, ’C’), 3, (’D’, 1, ’E’)))

– (((’U’, 1, ’V’), 2, ’X’), 5, (’W’, 4, (’Y’, 3, ’Z’)))

• If your student number ends in 2 or 3:

– ((’A’, 3, ’B’), 4, (’C’, 2, (’D’, 1, ’E’)))

– (((’U’, 1, ’V’), 3, ’X’), 5, (’W’, 4, (’Y’, 2, ’Z’)))

• If your student number ends in 4 or 5:

– ((’D’, 1, ’E’), 4, (’C’, 3, (’A’, 2, ’B’)))

– (((’U’, 1, ’V’), 4, ’X’), 5, (’W’, 3, (’Y’, 2, ’Z’)))

• If your student number ends in 6 or 7:

– ((’D’, 2, ’E’), 4, (’C’, 3, (’A’, 1, ’B’)))

– (((’W’, 1, ’X’), 3, (’U’, 2, ’V’)), 5, (’Y’, 4, ’Z’))

• If your student number ends in 8 or 9:

– ((’D’, 3, (’B’, 2, ’C’)), 4, (’E’, 1, ’A’))

– (((’V’, 1, ’W’), 4, (’Z’, 2, ’U’)), 5, (’X’, 3, ’Y’))

In your report (so, not as separate files), include (for each question below):

• two Z3 input files (one for each Huffman tree);

• all corresponding Z3 output files;

• your answers, that is, your interpretation of those output files.

(a) For both Huffman trees, determine frequencies of the messages, obeying the merge sequence.
In other words: with your frequencies, the (traditional) Huffman algorithm must possibly yield
the given tree, with its merges occurring in the prescribed order.
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Hints

• For the first merge: determine the relations between (the frequencies of) the two merged
messages and the (three) other messages.
Way of thinking: when you execute the (forward) Huffman algorithm, how do you deter-
mine the two messages that need to be merged first (i.e., A and B in the given example),
what are the relationships between the messages (A and B and the others)?

• For the next merge: in a similar way; when you execute the (forward) Huffman algorithm,
how do you determine the next two messages (or groups of messages) that need to be
merged in the second round; what are the relationships between (the frequencies of) these
messages (or groups of messages)?

• Etc.

Write the relationships as SMT clauses and let Z3 calculate the solutions.

In your input files, clearly indicate as comments which clause belongs to which merge.

You may use the following template (adapt to your trees):

; Inverse Huffman for ((’A’, 2, ’B’), 4, ((’D’, 1, ’E’), 3, ’C’))
(declare-const A Int) ; frequency (as a percentage) for message ’A’
(declare-const B Int)
(declare-const C Int)
(declare-const D Int)
(declare-const E Int)

(assert (and

; your clauses & clarifying comments

))

(check-sat)
(get-model)

A possible output for the example tree looks like this (check it):

sat
(

(define-fun E () Int
2)

(define-fun C () Int
39)

(define-fun D () Int
19)

(define-fun B () Int
20)

(define-fun A () Int
20)

)
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(b) What is the average code length of your two solutions in Problem 1(a).

Hint Determine the length of the encodings by hand. In the example above, the encoding
length for A and D is 2 and 3 respectively. Write the relationships as SMT clauses. You may
use the following template (adapt to your trees):

(define-const A_len Int 2) ; length of encoding for message ’A’
(define-const B_len Int 2) ; length of encoding for message ’B’
(define-const C_len Int 2) ; length of encoding for message ’C’
(define-const D_len Int 3) ; length of encoding for message ’D’
(define-const E_len Int 3) ; length of encoding for message ’E’

(declare-const avg_code_len Real)

(assert (and

; your clauses for determining the average code length (in bits/message)

))

(check-sat)
(get-model)

(c) For both Huffman trees, determine frequencies that achieve the minimum average code length,
and similarly for the maximum average code length (you need to include only the two Z3 input
files for minimization, but do include all four outputs).

Hint

• Use the minimize and the maximize command of Z3 (like you have used for the trucks
assignment).

• Run Z3 two times, where the second run is a find-and-replace of minimize into maximize.

Problem 2: [1+1+1 points]

A Global Trade Item Number GTIN-8 consists of eight decimal digits. The rightmost digit d8 is a
check digit. In a GTIN-8, the digits di (i = 1, . . . , 8, from left to right), are always such that the value

3d1 + d2 + 3d3 + d4 + 3d5 + d6 + 3d7 + d8 (1)

is a multiple of 10.

1. Which of the following numbers are valid GTIN-8s?
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99111111
29922222
33993333
44499444
55559955
66666996
77777799
98888889
99999999

2. In the GTIN-8 12?45678, the third digit has become unreadable. What is that third digit?

3. Consider your TU/e ID number as a 7-digit number (pad to the left with zeros, as needed). Turn
it into a GTIN-8 by appending the correct check digit to its right.

Problem 3: [1+1 points]
This problem partly involves the use of GPG (GNU Privacy Guard).1 You should first download the
public key pubkey-2ITX0-2122.txt for this course, and import it into your local keyring:

gpg --import pubkey-2ITX0-2122.txt

(a) Consider these four almost identical files:

• LBUI-2122-A.txt

• LBUI-2122-B.txt

• LBUI-2122-C.txt

• LBUI-2122-D.txt

and these three detached signatures:

• signature-2122-1.asc

• signature-2122-2.asc

• signature-2122-3.asc

Determine which file was signed with which signature. You verify that detached signature
signature.asc is valid for file file.txt by

gpg --verify signature.asc file.txt

(b) When you have completed the PDF with your answers, encrypt that PDF using the public key
for this course, and submit the result together with your PDF. Suppose that your answers are in
the file answers.pdf, then you encrypt it with

gpg -r 2itx0 -a -o answers.txt --encrypt answers.pdf

The option -r 2itx0 indicates the recipient (assuming you do not have other public keys on
your keyring that contain 2itx0); -a (for ASCII armor) indicates plain text output.

1See Practice Set 2c, Exercises 7 and 8.
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